February Monthly Newsletter: Fertility Circle # 2

February: Spring is just around the corner, romance is in the air and we’re all
looking forward to the days getting longer and getting outside to enjoy some fresh
air and exercise. February also means Valentine’s Day and the best gift of all for
anyone who needs egg, sperm, double or embryo donation to become parents is
having the professional experience and reassurance of CARE’s Donations Team to
help you find the right donor and take care of you throughout your treatment cycle.
Donor Conception Network is one of the organisations we recommend. DCN was set
up nearly 30 years ago by a group of parents who had started their families using
donor sperm (using donor eggs wasn’t possible back then). DCN now have over
2,000 members. DCN doesn’t avoid the hard stuff and offers a great space to
explore difficult feelings to work out if this is the right path to parenthood for you;
they recognise the need for honesty and respect for donor-conceived children and
people as individuals in their own right.
One of the questions you may have is “Will the baby really feel like mine?” … the
answer to that is best summed up by these Donor Conception posters:

For more details about the services DCN offers, especially at this time, click here
https://www.dcnetwork.org/membership-benefits

At CARE, we believe a family is for everyone: here are some useful links for more
information and guidance:
Meet Our Dedicated Donation Teams | CARE Fertility
IVF with donor eggs: step by step blog (carefertility.com)
IVF with Donor Eggs FAQs: Top Questions Answered (carefertility.com)
Finding the right donor sperm match for you (carefertility.com)
IVF Treatment Using Donor Sperm | Sperm Donor | CARE Fertility

With best wishes,

Rachel Saunders
Clinic Director, CARE Tunbridge Wells

